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ABSTRACT
Mobile self-reports are a popular technique to collect participant labelled data in the wild. While literature has focused
on increasing participant compliance to self-report questionnaires, relatively little work has assessed response accuracy.
In this paper, we investigate how participant context can
affect response accuracy and help identify strategies to improve the accuracy of mobile self-report data. In a 3-week
study we collect over 2,500 questionnaires containing both
verifiable and non-verifiable questions. We find that response
accuracy is higher for questionnaires that arrive when the
phone is not in ongoing or very recent use. Furthermore, our
results show that long completion times are an indicator of a
lower accuracy. Using contextual mechanisms readily available on smartphones, we are able to explain up to 13% of the
variance in participant accuracy. We offer actionable recommendations to assist researchers in their future deployments
of mobile self-report studies.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI ;
Ubiquitous and mobile computing design and evaluation methods;
KEYWORDS
Data quality, Ecological Momentary Assessment, EMA, Experience Sampling Method, ESM, smartphones, cognition,
context, questionnaires, working memory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [33], also known
as Ecological Momentary Assessment [7, 50], is widely used
to obtain in situ data on a variety of research topics, including affective state [47], activities [15], and technology
usage [12, 43]. Participants in ESM studies answer a set of
questions, i.e. self-reports, throughout the day, typically for
1-3 weeks [16]. As researchers rely on the input of study participants rather than direct observation, attaining a sufficient
level of accuracy and frequency of completed self-reports is
crucial. Previous literature has focused on answer frequency,
for example by timing questionnaires based on participant
context [45] or by increasing motivation [8, 24]. However,
assessing the accuracy of ESM responses has received little
attention in the literature, despite the considerable implications for study results. Researchers tend to assume that
all ESM responses are accurate, without further validating
this assumption. For this reason, self-reports of low accuracy
can be detrimental in biasing or contaminating study data.
With an increased uptake of the ESM in both HCI and the
wider scientific community [7], enhancing the accuracy of
participant-labelled data is increasingly important.
While it is well-known that cognitive performance differs
across individuals [13], human cognition also varies from
moment-to-moment. Previous work shows that a person’s
context can influence cognitive performance [48], including
time of day [48, 56], mental state [5, 14], and smartphone
usage [25, 31]. In addition, literature on designing ESM studies warns that the study’s methodological configuration, e.g.,
number of daily questionnaires [12], study duration [7, 51],
can affect participant motivation. However, the effect of such
(contextual) factors on the accuracy of self-reports has not
been previously quantified.
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In this paper, we systematically investigate the contextual
factors that influence response accuracy in ESM studies. We
asked participants to answer objective and verifiable questions in situ. Our verifiable questions consisted of a working memory, a recall, and an arithmetic task. In addition,
we asked participants to report on their affective state – a
common question type in ESM studies [47]. Furthermore,
we unobtrusively gathered data on participant interaction
with their mobile devices. From these data, we are able to
empirically identify the effect of mobile context on ESM response accuracy. Our results show that participant accuracy
is higher when the number of recent phone interactions is
limited and the phone is not in active use. We also show
that accuracy degrades after two weeks of study duration,
and that long question completion times are an indicator of
reduced accuracy. Based on these results, we offer actionable recommendations that allow researchers to assess and
improve the quality of ESM data.
2 RELATED WORK
The ESM was originally introduced by Csikszentmihalyi &
Larson in the late 1970’s [16]. In Experience Sampling, participants are actively reminded to complete a questionnaire often multiple times throughout the day. Use of this methodology has seen an increased uptake in the HCI community
as well as related disciplines, such as Psychology and Behavioural Medicine [7]. Response rate, defined as the number
of completed questionnaires divided by number of presented
questionnaires [7], has long been used as an important indicator of the completeness of the measured phenomenon.
As such, a variety of previous work has explored ways to
increase participant response rate [8, 12, 24, 45]. In this study,
however, we aim to gain insights into the accuracy of participant responses in ESM studies.
Participant Accuracy in Experience Sampling
Klasnja et al. [30] studied participants’ ability to accurately
recall the duration of two physical routine activities (sitting
and walking) across six different scheduling strategies (including variations on a randomised, time-based, and journalbased (i.e., proactive self-reports) schedule). Recall error reduced as the number of daily questionnaires increased (and
participants thus reported on shorter time spans). Klasnja
et al. conclude that a fixed schedule (interval-contingent)
leads to the highest accuracy in participant recall, and advise
5 to 8 notifications per day as an optimal balance between
accuracy and annoyance [30].
However, the use of fixed schedules has also been criticised.
When using a fixed schedule, participants can anticipate the
next questionnaire and potentially adjust their behaviour
accordingly [49]. Furthermore, an interval-contingent configuration is likely to repeatedly assess the same event (e.g.,
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start of a lecture) [57]. Investigating an alternative input technique for ESM questionnaires, Truong et al. [52] present a
mechanism to answer questions during device unlock. Participants answered, inter alia, math questions as a ground-truth
task, with 81% of these questions answered correctly. However, the authors did not report on any inferences made on
the effect of different contexts on participant accuracy.
A popular and straightforward technique to identify and
subsequently remove low-accuracy responses is the removal
of responses with suspiciously fast completion times, as for
example suggested by McCabe et al. [36] (0.5 seconds) or Van
Berkel et al. [7] (two standard deviations below the mean).
However, these suggestions are arbitrary in nature and have
not been empirically verified. Other studies have suggested
the removal of participants with an overall low response
rate, as the collected data paints an incomplete picture of the
collected parameters. This is again, however, an arbitrary
practice, with different cut-off values being used in different
studies (e.g., less than 50% of tasks completed [60]).
Working Memory
The ESM seeks to reduce reliance on human memory by
asking participants to reflect on a short period of time [26].
By reflecting on current or recent events rather than on an
entire day, ecological validity is retained and accuracy is less
reliant on the participant’s ability to accurately reconstruct
past events [15, 26]. Although this effectively reduces reliance on participant’s long term memory, working memory
remains an important factor in answering ESM questionnaires. Working memory is described as “a brain system that
provides temporary storage and manipulation of the information necessary for such complex cognitive tasks as language
comprehension, learning, and reasoning.” [2]. As such, working memory is a crucial component in the completion of
ongoing tasks: “cognitive tasks can be completed only with
sufficient ability to hold information as it is processed.” [14].
Furthermore, working memory capacity has been shown
to fluctuate within-persons at a range of timescales. At the
micro timescale of seconds, working memory capacity may
be reduced when experiencing acute stress [5]. At a meso
timescale of hours, working memory capacity has been shown
to vary according to circadian processes, with the highest
performance at times of peak alertness (i.e., morning for
older adults and evening for younger adults [48, 56]). Finally,
at the macro level of days, working memory performance
gradually increases from Monday to Wednesday after which
performance declines and stabilises from Thursday to Sunday [32]. Recent work utilising the ESM has seen an increase
in task complexity [8, 12, 43] and requiring different cognitive abilities. Thus, in the current study we examine how
moment-to-moment fluctuations in working memory relate
to ESM response accuracy.
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Figure 1: Questions as presented to participants. A) Affect. B) Working memory. C) Recall. D) Addition.

ESM Study Parameters
The maximum number of daily questionnaire notifications
is defined as the study’s ‘inquiry limit’. Although a higher
number of answered questionnaires leads to a more complete overview of the participant’s day, a higher inquiry limit
increases participant burden. The literature describes several
ways to reduce participant burden. These include minimising the use of open-ended questions [12], setting a sensible
inquiry limit [12], and reducing questionnaire items (e.g.,
remove items based on current context [7]).
The scheduling of ESM triggers can be grouped into three
categories: signal-, interval-, and event-contingent [57]. Each
scheduling type can introduce a certain bias; time-based triggers favour frequently occurring contexts, whereas sensorbased triggers “generate a different view of behaviour than
more a complete sampling would provide” [34]. Wheeler &
Reiss recommend a signal-contingent schedule when the
goal is to minimise recall bias [57]. Recent developments
explore the use of more intelligent scheduling techniques.
For example, Rosenthal et al. [45] establish a participant’s
level of interruptibility based on context. Iqbal & Bailey [27]
demonstrate that optimising interruption mid-task reduces
resumption lag. Finally, Ho & Intille [23] demonstrate that
messages delivered when participants transition to a new activity are better received. In our study, we aim to provide new
insights into the accuracy of collected ESM responses. We
systematically investigate the effect of participant context
and study design through a questionnaire containing verifiable questions. This study aims to support a more informed
ESM scheduling in relation to the accuracy of self-reports.

3 METHODOLOGY
To systematically investigate how the accuracy of participants’ answers varies as the result of their (mobile) context,
we collected human input data through our questionnaire
(detailed below) as well as a range of contextual sensor information on the phone. We conducted a study by collecting
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data via a custom-build smartphone application. Once installed on a participant’s phone, the application continuously
collected contextual data and presented questionnaires in
accordance with the questionnaire schedule (detailed below).
Participants were not informed about the correctness of their
answers at any point throughout the study.
Questionnaire Items
We describe the individual questionnaire items in detail, and
offer an overview in Table 1. Our question selection focuses
on verifiable questions given the increased usage of the ESM
in studies with a focus on non-intrapsychic participant observations (i.e., participant answers can be verified or compared
with one another [8, 43]) and the ability to measure participant accuracy as based on the available ground-truth data.
Affect self-assessment. The first question consists of two
Likert-scales in which participants quantify their current
affective state (Fig. 1-A). Participants were asked to report
their current level of arousal and valence, following Russell’s
circumplex model of affect [46]. Self-assessment of affective state is widely used in the ESM [47]. As we are unable
to assess the accuracy of participants’ reported affect, we
will consider affect as a contextual variable in our analysis
of participant accuracy. The three remaining questions are
presented in random order as to diminish order effects. We
chose to present the self-assessment of current affect prior to
the remaining questions to ensure that participants’ affect is
not modulated by their performance on the other questions.
Working memory - Digit span. The working memory task
is based on a widely used task in experimental psychology,
known as the forward digit-span test (Fig. 1-B). Following
the display of a sequence of numerical digits, participants are
asked to recall the order of these numbers in chronological
order. Span tasks have been found to strongly correlate with
human performance in problem-solving among other higher
order thinking skills [20, 53]. As such, its relation to the ESM
is found in studies in which responses are obtained through
a combination of a participant’s observation and cognitive
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Table 1: Summary of questions included in study questionnaire.

Construct
Motivation

Relevant
studies

Non-verifiable:
Affect
Affective state
Traditionally frequently
used measurement construct in self-report studies.

Verifiable:
Digit span
Working memory
Good representation of
participant’s ability to
complete higher order
cognitive tasks, accuracy
fluctuates over time.
Wide array of studies Studies featuring higher
on subjective well- order cognitive tasks
being [47].
(e.g., [8, 11, 43]).

reasoning. For example, Reeder et al. [43] asked participants
to reflect on browser warnings (observation) and their immediate response in browsing behaviour (cognitive reasoning).
This type of ESM data collection has seen an increased popularity in our community (e.g., [8, 11, 43]). In this question,
each digit is presented for exactly 1 second (following [28]),
after which the digit fades away in 0.4 seconds. Digits are
randomly sampled without replacement and list length is
constant at 7 digits. We chose a length of 7 as a challenging
but not impossible, and thereby demoralising, number sequence [28, 58]. Furthermore, Miller [39] established 7 (±2)
items as the upper boundary of working memory.
Recall - Phone usage. The questionnaire includes a recall task,
asking participants to recall for how long they have used
their phone since the time of last notification (Fig. 1-C). Recalled duration of activities has long been used in the ESM,
starting with one of the first ESM studies by Csikszentmihalyi et al. [15], in which adolescents reported their daily
activities and experience. Recall questions are still common
in ESM studies (e.g., [38, 59]). Previous literature shows that
the duration of smartphone usage is diverse across users [21],
and is challenging to estimate accurately [1]. As our application records the smartphone use of our participants in the
background, we are able to compare participants’ answers
against ground truth. Distribution of complexity is achieved
by varying the number of daily notifications (a high number
of daily notifications results in a shorter recall period).
Arithmetic - Verifiable question. Finally, our questionnaire
included an addition task in which the two numbers are
randomly selected between 10 and 99 (Fig. 1-D). This is an
explicitly verifiable question [29], a concept borrowed from
the crowdsourcing literature [19, 29]. Explicitly verifiable
questions have been shown to improve answer quality, as participants are aware their answers are verifiable and can thus
be used to identify those providing fraudulent input [29].
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Phone usage
Recall ability
Recall of experiences is
frequently used in ESM
studies and has a long history, starting with initial
ESM studies.
Most ESM studies on
time or frequency of activities (e.g., [15, 59]).

Arithmetic
Participant effort
Use of explicitly verifiable questions has been
used to filter fraudulent
contributors and increase
effort by participants.
Used in [52], extensive
use of verifiable questions in crowdsourcing.

Questionnaire Schedule
We collected data for a total of 21 consecutive days, thus
including both weekdays and weekends. This is in line with
both recent ESM studies [7] and the 2-4 weeks duration as
recommended by Stone et al. [51]. Time of questionnaire
presentation is randomised over the course of the day, with
no questions being asked before 09:00 or after 21:00 to avoid
unnecessary participant strain [7, 12]. Upon receiving the
notification, participants had 20 minutes to open the notification before it disappears and is marked as ‘expired’.
Literature on questionnaire frequency suggests varying
practices (e.g., 5-8 per day [30], 10 per day [12], or 8-12 per
day [44]), as well as specifying frequency following questionnaire complexity or study duration [7, 51]. Given the lack of
consensus on the ideal number of notifications, and the fact
that the effect of questionnaire frequency on response accuracy has not been empirically studied, we opted for a varying
number of 5-17 of daily notifications. We randomised the
distribution of questionnaire across the day, imposing a minimum of 20 minutes between each individual questionnaire.
Statistical Model Construction
We first calculate 10 contextual predictors based on the collected smartphone sensor data, participant smartphone interaction, and other contextual variables. Selection of these
variables is informed by previous literature on variance in
cognitive performance. Predictors are measured at the time
of answering the questionnaire unless otherwise stated. We
describe these predictors in detail below:
• Hour of day: Following previous work which indicates an effect of time of day on cognitive skills, effect
differs based on a person’s age [48, 56].
• Screen state: Screen turned on or off upon questionnaire arrival. Previous work points to inattention during smartphone usage [25].
• Network type: ‘Wi-Fi’ or ‘Mobile’, proxy for mobility
behaviour (i.e., mobile on-the-go, increased likelihood
of Wi-Fi when in a location for a prolonged period).
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Previous work indicates that a person’s environment
significantly affects cognitive and affective state [42].
Recent notifications. Number of notifications received
in the preceding 15 minutes. An increase in smartphone
notifications increases inattention [31].
Recent phone interactions. Number of times phone
was turned on in the preceding 15 minutes, following
work on inattention during smartphone usage [25].
Study day: Participant’s day of study (1 to 21). Literature on ESM studies points to a decrease in both the
number and quality of responses over time [51].
Completion time: Time to complete per individual
question. Previous work warns of very short completion times as an indicator of low quality [36].
Accuracy arithmetic: Participant’s accuracy in the
arithmetic question, used as a verifiable question [29].
Arousal: Self-report, 1 (sleepy) to 5 (aroused).
Valence: Self-report, 1 (miserable) to 5 (happy). Arousal
and valence have been shown to affect attention and
decision making processes [35].

Recruitment and Procedure
Following ethics approval from our University’s ethics committee, we recruited 25 participants using mailing lists of our
University (13 female, 12 male, 18-52 years old, M = 26.8, SD
= 7.4). Participants were required to have an Android-based
smartphone and were recruited from a diverse range of departments (e.g., Arts, Economics, Law) over a 2-week period
(rolling enrolment). Our sample consisted of 7 undergraduates, 11 postgraduates, and 7 staff members.
We invited participants to our lab for individual intake
sessions. During these sessions, we explained the research
goal, obtained consent for the collection of mobile usage data,
and went through all questionnaire items. At the end of the
study, we conducted another individual debriefing session.
During these sessions we carried out semi-structured exit interviews which were directly transcribed by the interviewer,
focusing on the participants’ self-perceived (changes in) accuracy. Participants received a $15 voucher for their efforts,
irrespective of accuracy or number of answers provided.
4 RESULTS
Following a three-week data collection period, a total of 2,539
questionnaires were completed. Participants fully completed
an average of 100.8 questionnaires (SD = 37.4). The overall
response rate was 50.2%, with 4.2% of notifications actively
dismissed by participants. The remaining 45.6% of notifications were automatically dismissed after 20 minutes. This
relatively low response rate is most likely the result of a
combination of a high number of notifications, a relatively
short expiry time, and reimbursements not being linked to
the number of completed responses. We now detail how
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we calculate response accuracy. Following this, we describe
the construction of both general and personalised models.
Finally, we analyse significant predictors in more detail.
We used the R package lme4 [3] to perform a linear mixed
effects analysis of the relationship between the aforementioned predictors and participant working memory and recall
accuracy (i.e., we compute two models). The use of generalised linear mixed-effect models allow us to identify the
effect of a set of predictors on an outcome variable (accuracy)
while following an arbitrary (i.e., possibly non-normal) distribution. Further, mixed-effect models allow for the analysis of
nested data (i.e., questionnaires nested within participants)
by modelling variability across upper-level units using random effects. We specify participant as a random effect as to
allow for individual differences in our models. For each participant we also construct two individual models, using the
same set of predictors but without participant as a random
factor. For each individual model we calculate the R2 value
and significance compared to the intercept. Through visual
inspection of residual plots we did not find any noteworthy
deviations from homoscedasticity or normality.
Response Accuracy
For each response, we calculated accuracy on a scale from
0 to 1. For the working memory task, we compared the
participants’ answer to the correct number set using the
Damerau-Levenshtein distance metric [17]. This metric calculates the minimum edit distance between two sequences,
using the operations of insertion, deletion, substitution of a
single character, or transposition of two adjacent characters.
For this task, the maximum Damerau-Levenshtein distance
is 7, and the minimum (completely correct) is 0. We scale
the Damerau-Levenshtein distance to the range of 0 to 1
(i.e., a distance of 7 results in an accuracy of 0). Participants
obtained an average accuracy of 94.8% (SD = 13.5%).
For the recall task, we calculate accuracy as; Accuracy =
|cor r ect answer −дiven answer |
1−(
). Therefore, answers which
cor r ect answer
are more than one magnitude away from the correct answer
are assigned an accuracy value of zero, with the accuracy
increasing as the answer approaches the correct value. Using this technique, we account for the differences in scale
between the measured values. To avoid overly stringent evaluation on small numbers, we assigned a value of 1 minute
to all participant answers and measured values which were
below 3 minutes. Average accuracy was 44.7% (SD = 38.2%).
For the arithmetic task, the answer is either correct (1) or
incorrect (0), with an average accuracy of 96.6% (SD = 18.2%).
Working Memory Task
We now report on model construction for the working memory task. Following model selection, a total of four variables
remain (Table 2). We perform a likelihood ratio test with
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the null model [10] and find that our model is statistically
significant (χ 2 (4) = 196.15, p <0.001) and explains 13.2% of
the variance in accuracy (R = 0.363, R2 = 0.132). This means
that by using the independent variables listed in Table 2, we
can explain 13.2% of fluctuation in participant accuracy for
the working memory task. From these variables, completion
time and study day have the largest effect on participant
accuracy. Both variables affect accuracy in a negative direction; an increase in completion time or a later study day
result in a lower accuracy. For the personalised models, the
mean adjusted R2 value is 0.176 (values ranged from 0.008
to 0.607, ±0.167). The R2 values of the individual models are
not significantly higher than the general model, as shown
by a two-tailed one-sample t-test, t(24) = 1.237, p = 0.229.

Feature Description
Following model construction, we present a more detailed
look at the significant features.
Study day. For both working memory (small estimate) and
recall accuracy, study day is a significant predictor. A later
study day resulted in a decrease in recall accuracy. Table 4
lists the average accuracy per week for both tasks. While
participant accuracy for the working memory remains stable
across the three-week period, mean accuracy for the recall
question drops considerably in the third week of study.
Table 4: Mean accuracy values per week.

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3

Table 2: Effect of predictors on working memory task
accuracy.

(Intercept)
Study day
Completion time
Screen state - On
Network - Wi-Fi

1.193
−0.001
−0.014
−0.021
0.034

SE

t value

Pr(>|t|)

0.020
0.001
0.001
0.014
0.014

61.09
−2.66
−14.14
−1.47
2.34

< 0.001***
0.008**
< 0.001***
0.156
0.029*

Recall Task
The final prediction model contained four predictors (Table 3). The model is statistically significant (χ 2 (4) = 34.576,
p < 0.001) and explained 7.7% of variance in recall accuracy
(R = 0.227, R2 = 0.077). As such, we can explain 7.7% of the
variation in participant accuracy for the recall task using the
independent variables listed in Table 3. Similar to the working memory model, study day and completion time are the
two variables with the largest effect on participant accuracy.
For the personalised models, the mean adjusted R2 value
is 0.060 (values ranged from 0.010 to 0.166, ±0.042). The R2
values of the individual models do not significantly differ
from the general model, as shown by a two-tailed one-sample
t-test, t(24) = 1.742, p = 0.097.
Table 3: Effect of predictors on recall task accuracy.

Estimate
(Intercept)
0.578
Study day
−0.005
Completion time
−0.007
Screen state - On
−0.088
Recent interac.
−0.007
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SE
0.030
0.001
0.002
0.046
0.004

t value Pr(>|t|)
19.37 < 0.001***
−4.42 < 0.001***
−3.63 < 0.001***
−1.91
0.069
−1.69
0.091

Recall

94.8%
94.3%
95.3%

46.9%
46.2%
39.7%

Completion time. Time taken to complete a question is a
significant predictor in both general models. Completion
times were 16.46 (±2.80, includes display of numbers) and
5.72 (±3.95) seconds for the working memory and recall questions respectively. Figure 2 shows the completion time for
correct and incorrect questions, indicating shorter completion times for correct answers. In contrast with these results,
previous literature has focused on short completion times as
an indicator of low-quality, and suggest removing answers
with a completion time below 0.5 seconds [36]. None of our
questions were completed within 0.5 seconds, or even within
1 second. We investigated the effect of extremely short completion times and calculated the average accuracy for the
quickest 5% of answers (avg. accuracy in brackets): working
memory 98.7% (94.8%), recall 60.2% (44.7%). We then calculated the average accuracy per standard deviation from the
mean completion time (Table 5). Both questions show a consistent decrease of accuracy as completion time increases.
30

Completion time (sec)

Estimate

Working memory

20

10

0

Working memory
Correct

Recall
Incorrect

Figure 2: Completion time for correct and incorrect
answers.
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Figure 3: Density plots of the effect of screen state at time of questionnaire notification on accuracy.

Working
memory
Recall

∞-2σ

2-1σ

1σ -µ

µ-1σ

1-2σ

2σ -∞

98.4%

98.7%

97.3%

94.1%

88.2%

82.9%

62.4%

53.3%

46.5%

41.0%

39.5%

34.4%

46%

Recall accuracy

Table 5: Question accuracy per standard deviation from the
mean completion time.

44%
42%
40%
38%
36%

Current phone usage. The variable ‘screen state’ is a binary
variable which describes whether the screen is on or off upon
receiving the questionnaire notification. For the majority of
questions in our dataset (80.3%), the participants’ screen
was turned off at the time the questionnaire notification
arrived. As shown in Figure 3, the highest accuracy values
are obtained when the participant’s screen is turned off at
notification arrival (ergo, not in use).
Network connectivity. The state of the participant’s connection (Wi-Fi or mobile) is a significant predictor in the model
describing working memory accuracy. The mean differences
indicate a limited effect; memory accuracy while connected
to Wi-Fi is 96.4% (SE = 0.02), compared to an average accuracy of 94.6% (SE = 0.02) on mobile. Our results show that
participants were connected to Wi-Fi in 21.8% of cases.
Recent phone interactions. We find that a larger number of
phone interactions in the 15 minutes leading up to the questionnaire is negatively correlated with accuracy for the recall
task. We plot the effect of this variable in Figure 4.
Thematic Coding
To develop a richer understanding of participant accuracy,
we performed thematic coding on the transcripts of the exit
interviews. Thematic coding is used to identify underlying
concepts related to the accuracy of our participants. Each
interview lasted for roughly 20 minutes and consisted of a
set of predefined questions as well as the opportunity for
participants to highlight elements which they considered important. We specifically asked our participants what affected
their accuracy, including the effect of contextual factors, and
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0

5

10

Nr. of recent phone interactions

Figure 4: Effect of recent phone interactions (within the
last 15 minutes) on recall accuracy.

whether their accuracy may have changed over time. Two of
the authors individually completed two consecutive rounds
of inductive coding. Following high level of agreement between the coders, three overarching themes were developed.
These three themes highlight a range of effects participants
associate with their accuracy.
Mental state. Fifteen participants noted that their current
mental state had a considerable effect on the accuracy of
their answers. Participants primarily noted tiredness and
a low concentration level as examples of negative factors.
Fatigue was often reported in combination with time of day
(discussed below), but participants also reported experiencing tiredness following lunch or completing a specific task.
Although the application did not show accuracy following
questionnaire completion, participants seemed to be selfaware of their mistakes. Several participants recalled a scenario in which their performance suffered considerably: “I
remember I was in a grocery store and it [the questionnaire]
came up and I thought ‘really?!’ and I did pretty bad.” (P16).
Nine participants stated that their phone usage at the time
of questionnaire affected their ability or inclination to answer accurately. “Sometimes I was messaging someone and I’d
get a notification. My mind is not focused, I would rush to complete it.” (P8). For most participants, using the phone while
a questionnaire arrives is associated with lower accuracy.
Four participants specifically mentioned the completion of
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questionnaires during a phone call, which they experienced
as challenging: “If I am calling with a friend, and they ask
a question while I am answering the question, it is difficult
to answer two questions at once.” (P3). For two participants,
however, using the phone when the questionnaire arrived
was thought to have a positive effect on accuracy: “If I was
already on my phone I was already ‘in the zone’” (P24).
Finally, three participants mentioned the negative effect
of study fatigue. One participant noted that she not only
answered fewer notifications but also answered less carefully:
“The questions started becoming a bit repetitive. Both a small
drop in quality and quantity of responses” (P17).
Distraction. A common thread throughout the interviews
was the negative effect of distraction on participants’ accuracy, as brought up by seventeen participants. Participants
noted a wide variety of distractions, including listening to
music, walking, direct or indirect interruption by colleagues,
or their children. Three participants noted that the memory
recall task is most susceptible to distraction. This is not surprising, as participants had to maintain focus on the screen
as not to miss any of the numbers. “My attention was pulled
away, and even though that was just for a second, it was already enough” (P17). In addition, it also required participants
to focus and keep the previously displayed numbers in their
memory: “The recalling of seven numbers requires a long attention span” (P16). Multitasking was also reported as a major
culprit by several participants: “When multitasking I took
longer to complete and wanted to get rid of it - so the quality of
my answers was probably lower” (P6), and “My accuracy was
not so good when outside, walking and stuff. I was distracted
and looking where I am going” (P18).
A total of 17 participants commented on the effect of location. From these, seven participants specifically reported
feeling less distracted at home, stating that they typically had
to pay attention to fewer things. Our interviews also reveal
that participants had more time available to answer questionnaires at home. “When at home I did better, fewer distractions.
Sometimes when I am outside I try to rush questionnaire” (P11).
One participant noted how the location affected his strategy
in answering the number recall task: “I read the number sequence out loud [...]. If I couldn’t read out loud that caused some
more difficulty.” (P12). A few participants specifically stated
that it was not their location but the task at hand which
led to their distraction (e.g., doing groceries, in transportation). Social interactions added an extra layer of complexity:
“When I was out with friends I thought it was rude to answer
questions, but I did it anyway.” (P3).
Time of day. Nineteen participants believed that time of day
affected their accuracy in some way. Most common was
the idea that performance slightly decreased in the early
morning and towards the end of the day. For example: “Late
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evening probably worse. By that point you’re already switched
off a little.” (P12). Other participants simply stated that time
of day did not affect their results at all or were more nuanced
in the effect of time: “At the end of the day or early in the
morning I did worse, but not that much” (P5).
5 DISCUSSION
Mehrotra et al. [37] state how future ESM studies should
become more interruptibility-aware, with interruptions negatively affecting participants’ cognitive state [37]. We extend
this idea by quantifying not only participant response state
(i.e., provided an answer) but also the accuracy of these responses. Preserving data accuracy is a critical element of
ESM studies, yet has received relatively little attention in the
literature [6]. As a result, there is a lack of clear guidelines
for researchers: “Cleaning the data–arguably the most difficult component of ESM studies–also needs consideration. The
literature lacks a clear discussion and standardization of how
to detect errors in PDA data and how to prepare the data for
analysis” [36]. We discuss our findings regarding response
accuracy and offer a summary of our recommendations for
future ESM studies in Table 6.
Completion time. Our results show that a longer completion
time resulted in lower accuracy. While this is to be expected
for the working memory question (due the temporal nature
of our cognitive system, retaining the order of a sequence
becomes increasingly difficult), this effect is also apparent
in the recall question. Our thematic coding revealed that
long completion times may be an indicator of multitasking.
Furthermore, a short completion time did not result in low
accuracy but was, in fact, an indicator of high accuracy. This
even applied to the 5% quickest completion times. Historically, ESM practitioners have focused on responses with a
short completion time as an indicator of low-accuracy [36].
A recent review on the ESM notes that no well-supported
cut-off values for completion time are established [7], and
as such suggested researchers to determine outliers in their
data. Based on our results, we recommend against the removal of answers based on short completion time alone, and
instead urge researchers to take note of outliers with long
completion times. We recommend to discard answers with
completion times two standard deviations above the mean,
representing 2.75% of the data. Different dynamics may come
into play when answering a question using a different input
technique (e.g., multiple-choice, screen unlock input [52]),
and these techniques are not considered in our study.
Study duration. Stone et al. [51] were one of the first to quantify recommendations for ESM researchers. In their recommendation on study duration, they warn of a decline in data
quality commonly occurring between 2–4 weeks. An analysis from 110 recent ESM studies shows an average study
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duration of 32 days and median duration of 14 days [7]. While
our accuracy results for the working memory task did not
change over the study duration, the accuracy of the recall
task dropped as the study progressed. We were surprised to
find similar accuracy levels for week 1 and 2, but a considerable drop in accuracy in week 3 (Table 4). This is in line
with earlier findings on quality of mood reports [4].
Verifiable questions. Kittur et al. [29] stress the importance of
including explicitly verifiable questions. These questions can
be used to “signal to users that their answers will be scrutinized,
which may play a role in both reducing invalid responses and
increasing time-on-task” [29]. The use of verifiable questions
has not been explored extensively for the ESM. Truong et
al. [52] include a mathematical question to "provide a question
with ground-truth to test participant effort” [52]. However,
they did not report whether or how this affected the accuracy
of participants in accompanying questions. Our results indicate that the included explicitly verifiable question did not
provide a significant insight into the accuracy of participants.
We argue that this is likely caused by the difference in dynamics between researchers and participants in crowdsourcing
and ESM-based studies. Crowdworkers typically work online and do not interact directly with the researcher, whereas
ESM participants customarily meet face-to-face with the
researcher – establishing some level of rapport [33]. Furthermore, despite the anonymisation of the collected data,
participants in ESM studies are likely to feel more directly
observed which may reduce impulsive nonsensical data contributions. As such, we observe limited use for including of
verifiable questions in studies employing the ESM.
Cognition-Aware Contingency
Research on questionnaire scheduling has focused on improving response rates. This has led to various novel approaches
such as considering participant sleeping schedule [12] or
level of interruptibility [45, 55]. Alternative input techniques
include screen unlock interactions [52] or alert dialogues [54]
to further increase response rates and data quantity.
We argue that, while response rate is an important factor in Experience Sampling, the accuracy of answers is at
least equally important. Our results show that, based on contextual information, we are able to more accurately assess
the accuracy of participants (Tables 2 and 3). This builds
on previous work which aimed to assess human accuracy
through cognitive tasks [18], manual evaluation of combined
self-reports and photographs [61], or majority voting techniques [8]. One commonality between these works is the
need for human input. As systems aim to become increasingly cognition-aware, detecting changes in cognition without adding additional task load onto the user is a crucial
step. In essence, using cognition-aware scheduling we aim to
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know whether a participant’s answer will be accurate, and
therefore valuable, prior to asking the question.
Our results show that answer accuracy is higher for questionnaires which arrive when the phone is not in active use.
Participants were more likely to postpone answering the
questionnaire until a more convenient time (within the notification expiration time) when they were not using their
phone. We argue that a delayed response time does not negatively affect the validity of responses, as participants report
on their current state rather than their state at the time of
incoming notification. Similarly, we find that when participants frequently use their device in the immediate period
leading up to a questionnaire they are less accurate in their
responses (Figure 4). By scheduling questionnaires when participants are likely to provide more accurate answers (e.g.,
when not using their smartphone), researchers can increase
the reliability of their study results.
Contextual bias. Taking the above recommendations into account can considerably increase contextual bias. For example,
sampling when the phone has not been recently used will
limit results to non-phone activities, potentially excluding
interactions which take place on the phone, or mental states
such as boredom (often leading to smartphone usage [41]).
Contextual dissonance is inherent to any sampling strategy [34]. However, this is not to say that no measures can,
and should, be taken to reduce the introduced contextual bias.
In the case of potential contextual bias, researchers should
combine their cognition-aware configuration with one of
the well-known time-based contingency configurations (i.e.,
interval and signal based) [9]. This could, for example, result
in a schedule optimising questionnaire arrival in sliding twohour time-windows. Failing to identify a context in which a
participant is more likely to answer accurately, the questionnaire will be presented following a time-based interval. This
ensures questionnaires are spread across time and context,
while still optimising accuracy.
Implications for Study Design
Researchers conducting ESM studies face multiple study
design decisions. This includes five key methodological decisions: notification schedule, inter-notification time, study
duration, notification expiry, and inquiry limit [7]. In this
study, we focus primarily on the scheduling of notifications,
but also quantify the effect of inter-notification time and
study duration. We discuss recommendations for future ESM
studies based on the results of our study and provide a summary of our recommendations in Table 6. We note that the
models on the working memory and recall task explain respectively 13.2% and 7.7% of variance in participant accuracy, whereas the selected individual predictors are (highly)
significant (Tables 2 and 3). This indicates that participant
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Table 6: Recommendations for optimising participant accuracy in future ESM studies.

Recommendation

Motivation

Limit study duration to two weeks.

Recall accuracy drops after a two-week period. Previous work
links this effect to study fatigue [51].
Avoid participants rushing to complete the questionnaire to
return to their smartphone activity.
Participants are likely to be in a location with less distractions
(e.g., at home rather than in transport).
Participant likely distracted and mentally occupied when
talking with another person.
Reduce the chance of contextual bias; ensures questionnaires
are spread over the day.
The participant was likely distracted while completing the
questionnaire.

Prioritise sending questionnaires when the phone is not in
active use.
Prioritise sending questionnaires when the phone is connected to a Wi-Fi network.
Do not allow participants to complete questionnaires during
a phone call.
Combine cognition-aware scheduling with a time-based interval schedule of questionnaires.
Remove responses with completion time two standard deviations above the mean.
accuracy varies considerably, resulting in relatively low R2
values. A relatively high level of unexplainable variability
is however to be expected when studying human behaviour
and accuracy, as reported by e.g. [22, 40].
Our results indicate that contextual smartphone usage
affects accuracy. Participants who were actively using their
smartphone during an incoming questionnaire notification
were found to have a reduced accuracy. Our thematic coding
reveals that participants were eager to return to their previous activity (e.g., playing a game, chatting) and likely to
experience the questionnaire as inconvenient. We therefore
recommend researchers to schedule questionnaires during
times in which the smartphone is not in active use. In addition, we find that participant accuracy is slightly increased
when connected to a Wi-Fi network – a possible indicator
that someone is stationary and/or in a familiar location.
Furthermore, we observe a considerable effect of study
duration on participant recall accuracy. As shown in Table 4,
recall accuracy dropped considerably in week 3. Based on
these results, we advise researchers to limit the duration of
studies collecting recall data to 2-weeks. A reduced study
duration will likely have a negative effect on the total amount
of data collected. This can, however, be compensated by
increasing the number of daily questions presented.
Limitations
We discuss some of the limitations that may have affected
the presented results. First, to reduce participant strain we
limited the number of questions per questionnaire. The included questions were selected to represent a wide range
of use cases and for their close resemblance to the skills required when answering ESM questionnaires. However, to
assess all cognitive aspects would require a larger questionnaire. Similarly, as the ESM is applied across a wide variety
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of research domains some question types may not be well
represented. Lastly, although we include a wide range of
contextual variables it is almost certain that there are more
variables at play which affect participant accuracy. As indicated by the thematic coding, location and mobility (e.g.,
walking, sitting) are likely to be among these variables. The
presented work is a first step towards future cognition-aware
systems aimed at improving accuracy in self-report studies.
6 CONCLUSION
As researchers utilising self-report methods rely heavily on
the answers provided by their participants, measuring and
improving response accuracy is an important research avenue. Through a questionnaire assessing participants’ performance across a set of questions (recall, working memory,
arithmetic) we identify contextual and study-wide factors
affecting participant accuracy. Our results show that a short
survey completion time did not correlate with a low response
accuracy in our questionnaire items. In fact, surveys that
took a long time to complete were more likely to be inaccurate. Furthermore, we find that contextual usage factors such
as phone usage at the time of questionnaire arrival and the
number of recent phone interactions influence participant
accuracy. These contextual factors can be used to optimise
questionnaire scheduling for improved data accuracy. We offer actionable recommendations to assist researchers in their
future deployments of self-report studies. Cognition-aware
scheduling provides a novel scheduling technique, which
can best be used in combination with traditional ESM scheduling techniques (time or event-based) to reduce contextual
bias. With an increased shift of Experience Sampling to the
observation of external and verifiable phenomena [8, 11], we
expect an increased focus on ensuring accuracy of responses
in Experience Sampling.
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